
Training room requirements for training on your own premises 

Please read these carefully, as charges will be made where we have arrived on site and found the 

facilities to be unsuitable 

 

Workplace First Aid Training 

Minimum size     25 ft x 18 ft 

Layout Clear floor space is required so minimal tables and a 

chair per person. 

 Floors should be free of dirt and debris 

Presentation Either a screen or white wall will be fine 

Refreshments Tea, coffee and water should be available for 

learners and instructor 

Toilets Separate male and female toilets 

Temperature The room should be shirt sleeve temperature 

Lighting Learners will be required to read and write so 

adequate lighting will be required 

 

Business Skills Courses 

Minimum Size Depending on delegate numbers the room should 

be large enough to have café style tables, with 4-6 

learners per table, with plenty of walking space 

around the tables, plus a table for the trainer and 

spare table for delegates to spread out onto 

 We would estimate a room 25ft x 18ft as suitable 

 A breakout room would be useful if available. 

Presentation Either a screen or white wall to project on to 

 Flipchart stand and flipchart pad 

 

Refreshments Tea, coffee and water should be available 

throughout the day.  If you are not providing a 

buffet please let us know in advance so we can 

inform the course trainer to make lunch 

arrangements 

 



Toilets Clean separate male and female toilet 

Light/heat The room should be a comfortable working 

temperate with adequate light to enable delegates 

to work 

 

 

 

Driver CPC Courses 

Minimum size     25 ft x 18 ft 

Layout For Module 1 the first aid training we require a clear 

floor space so minimal tables and a chair per 

person. For all other modules, learners will benefit 

from tables and chairs with plenty of additional 

space around the room for delegates to move 

around and perform group activities. 

 Floors should be free of dirt and debris 

Presentation Either a screen or white wall will be fine 

Refreshments Tea, coffee and water should be available for 

learners and instructor. Please let us know in 

advance if you are not providing a buffet lunch. 

Toilets Separate male and female toilets 

Temperature The room should be shirt sleeve temperature and 

preferably have ventilation. 

Lighting Learners will be required to read and write so 

adequate lighting will be required 

 

Noise There should be no loud interfering noises in the 

background, so the rooms should be away from 

noisy site operations etc. 

 


